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_ High-current, high-frequency reverse brocked GTos weredeveloped for the purpose of apprication to current-modeinverters, choppers and active filters. These GTos have a novelanode emitter structure which consists of a horizontallyalternate low-high impurity concentration layer. Adopting thi;strueture to the GTos leads to reducing the current crowdinginto the cent_r_al portion of the n-emilter strip- aurin! -itr"turn-off as Yefl as suppressing the extra carrier i-njectioti frotp-emitter. As a result, the peak turn-off current iicreasbs andthe switching power loss due to the tailing current decreases,thus enabling nign-current, high-frequency o-peration.

Sl. Introduction

In a high pohrer gate turn-off thy-
ristors (GTOs) development history of
more than a decade(1)-(5)rtheir reverse
blocking capability is required in
application to current-mode inverters,
choppers and active filters.
applications adopting GTOs

In these
without

reverse blocking capability, such as
conventional anode shorted GTOs (4)(5),
needs series-connected diodes, resulting
an increase in equipment weight and
size due to cooling fins and several
circuits. Therefore, strong require-
ment have been made on development of
reverse blocked GTOs (RB-GTOs) with
high frequency characteristics nearly
equivalent to anode shorted GTOs.

From a RB-GTO design viewpoint, in
general, it is necessary to reduce an
n-base carrier lifetine in order to
attain its higher speed operation. In
more detail, the high speed characteri-
stics can be obtained by a decrease in
the tailing current flowing immediately
after the
origin of

turn-off, which is a major
power-loss in high frequency

operation. The carrier lifetime reduc-
tion, howeverr leads to increasing the

B-4-6

on-state voltage and the leakage cur-
rent under high temperature.
Accordinglyrthe most important subject

on high-frequency RB-GTO design is to
find an improving method on the trade-
off relation between the high speed
switching characteristic and the low
on-state voltage, instead of control-
ling the n-base carrier lifetime.

This paper describes about effects
on a low impurity doping of an anode
emitter layer, a concept of novel RB-

GTOs with an alternate low-high impuri-
ty doped anode emitter layer as well as
their electric characteristics.

52. Effects of a low-doped anode
emitter on GTO characteristics.

In this sectionr w€ discuss effects
of a low-doped anode emitter on GTO

characteristics (6), which are indis-
pensable knowledge for proceeding the
discussion to the basic device struc-
ture of GTO with a low-high doped anode
emitter.

Figure I shows impurity doping pro-
files of fabricated GTOs. The p-emitter
diffusion lras performed to prepare the
three kinds of device ( typeH ,N!rL) which
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F.ig.l Impurity doping profiles of fabricated GTOs.

have the dif f erent surf ace irnpurity
concentration of p-emetter (Cpe) and

the same junction depth. The type It{ has

the same Cpe as a conventional RB-GTOI

and Cpe of the type H and L are l-order
higher and lower than that of the type
M respectively.

Figures 2 and 3 are the anode cur-
rent dependences of forward voltage
drop (Vf) and fall time (tf) for the
three kinds of device, respectively.
As shown in those figures, the type L

has different dependences from the
other two types, that is to sdy, Vf of
the type L is much larger than those of
the type H and M, and tf of the type L

is much smaller than those of the other
two types in the all range of the anode

current. And above allriL is noteworthy
that the tailing current (Itl) of the
type L is less than half compared with
the other two types.

To examine these characteristics in
more detailr w€ measured the current.
gain of the p-n-p transistor section (c(

pnp). As was expected from the lower
injection efficiency of the type Lt the
type L has a lower dptp than the other
two types, from which above mentioned
characteristics can be all explained by

the well-known relation between C{ptrp
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Fig.2 Anode current vs. forward voltage drop.
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Fig.3 Anode current vs.

and GTO characteristics.
From above results, it is confirmed

that the p--emitter GTO has the advan-
tage of the small tailing current which
allows the higher frequency operation,
while it also has the large forward
voltage drop which should be improved.

53. Concept of a novel RB-GTO with a

low-high doped anode emitter.

Figure 4 shows a schematic view of
the fabricated cTO with a Iow-high
doped anode emitter structure tp+p- -
emitter cTO) (7 ) . As shown in this
figure, a p-emitter layer in contact
with an anode electrode is devided into
two regions (p+ and p- regions) having
different impurity concentrations, and
their arrangement is corresponding to
the multi n-emitter pattern. Ivlore

specificallyr p- regions are formed
beneath the central part of the corres-
ponding n-emitter strips, and ring
shaped p+ regions are formed to sur-
round the above mentioned p- regions.
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Fig.4 Schematic view of the fabricated
p+f-emitter GTO.

As the first effect of this p-emit-
ter structure , the current crowding
into the central portion of the n-emit-
ter strip during the turn-off (g)-(9)
is suppressed and the anode current is
distributed to a peripheral portion
near the gate electrode to which a
negative bias is applied. Thus, the
anode current is easily extracted from
the gate electrode, resulting an incre-
ase in IrG€u.

As the second effect, the ring
shaped p+ region restricts the spread
of the eurrent path between p-emitter
and n-emitter, thus suppressing the
extra carrier injection from p-emitter.
Therefore, the tailing current can be
reduced, enabling the permissible ope-
rating frequency to be increased. Since
the ring shaped p+ region is located
beneath the periphery of a pn-junction
formed between n-emitter strip and p-
base, where the latching current flows
at the beggining of turn-on operation,
small latching current can be retained.

54. Device fabrication and
characteristics .

The devies are fabricated on a lg
mm diameter silicon wafer by using a
selective boron diffusion, and conven-
tional photo masking techniques. The
p-base is chemically etched down to
subdivide the n-emitLer strips. Gold
is evaporated and diffused from the
anode side to reduce the carrier life-
time for achieving fast turn-off chara-
cteristics. And their forward blocking
voltage are 4500 volts.

The fabricated samples have the
various Xpe* and Xpe- in order to inve-
stigate the above mentioned effect of
this structure. The conventional GTO

with p+-emitter is also fabricated for
the eomparison.

Figure 5 shows initial value of the
tailing current ItI as a function of !t=
(xpf /21/xpe+ , which is a ratio of the
p- region area to the unit GTO area,
corresponding to the injection effi-
ciency from the p-emitter. As is evi-
dent from Fig.57 Itl can be reduced to
the 2/3 of the conventional RB-GTO (!t=
0 ) with an increase in the value of M.

In high frequency operation (>lkHz) of
high power GTOs, more than 50 percent
of the total power loss is occupied by
the switching power loss, and the large
part of the switching power loss is
produced by the tailing current (I0 ) .

Ir= l5O (A)

Je=63O(A/cmz)
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Fig.5 Tailing current vs. (Xpe-/2)/Xpe+.
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Es=20(V)

-dig/dt= 20lA/psl
Cs= 2 (PF)
Rs= lO (O)
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Peak turn-off current vs. xpe-,/Xk.

Therefore, pr p--emitter eio with large
M value is promissing device in order
to attain the higher frequency opera-
tion more than lkHz.

Figure 6 shows Iraou as a function
of the ratio (xpe- /Xkl. I rc'G,M is a

monotonical.ly increas ing f unction of
(Xpe- /Xkr. Consequently, 1.5-2.0 times
of I rq"ra can be attained compared with
the conventional RB-GTO ( (xpe-lxk)=0 ) .

In contrast to these turn off
characteristicsr no distinctive deffer-
ence can be found in the latching cur-
rents and the forward voltage drops in
the range of Xpe- /xk= 0.5, however,
slight, increases are found beyond 0.5
of Xpe- /xk.

From these results r w€ can set up

the optimum design parameters of p+ p-

-emitter GTO. The value of Xpe- can be

chosen from the dependences of Iraou
and Vf on the parameter (Xpe-/xk, ' that
is Xpe-=O.SXk. And Xp.* can be set up

from the result of Fig.S. As is evi-
dent from this figure, the reduction
rate of Itl becomes somewhat small at
(xpe- /21/xp€ >0.5 . on the other hand,
Xp"* must be as large as possible in
order to maintain the good turn-on and
on-state characteristics. Therefore,
it is recommended that xpJ =Xpe- .

55. Conclusion.

high-frequency RB-GTOs for the purpose
of applications to current-mode inver-
tersr choppers and active filters. To

satisfy at the same time both charac-
teristics of high turn-off current and
high frequency, we adopted the novel
anode emitter structure which consists
of a horizontally alternate 1-ow-high
doped layer, instead of conventional
control on the n-base carrier lifetime.
Optimizing the dimension of low- and

high-doped regions leads to suppression
of the currenL crowding into the cent-
ral portion of the cathode emitter
strip during the turn-off, as well as

restriction of the extra carrier injec-
tion from the anode emitter. Asa
result, both of the peak turn-off cur-
rent and the permissible operating fre-
quency increased, retaining faborabLe
turn-on and on-state characteristics.
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